
Evony - Le retour du roi

**About Evony**

Evony is a real-time strategy game in which players have to lead their own kingdom to the top of

power.

In Evony, you're playing a power-hungry and ambitious monarch who wants to build his own

kingdom. For example, to expand your empire, you must wage war against hostile powers or

kingdoms. For this a strong force and a good strategy is a big advantage. But not only a strong

offense, but also a good defense is extremely important. That's why, for example, you need to

manage your cities and look after their resource management or research. In order to achieve even

greater strategic advantages, you often have to forge alliances and rely on the help of allied forces

in fights.

**Evony - Functions:**

- Choose your culture: Evony has six different cultures to choose from. These determine, for

example, the architectural style of your empire. You can choose between American, Chinese,

European, Russian, Korean and Japanese culture.

- Wage war: In order to expand your kingdom and thus become the ruler of the largest territory, war

is indispensable. For this you definitely need strong troops. Different types of troops are available,

each with different weapons and strategic advantages. In Evony, you can also recruit famous

generals of history to assist you on the battlefield. In addition, you have the opportunity to take the

generals of enemy armies in captivity.

- Forge alliances: Alliances bring a clear strategic advantage. When you make alliances with other

powers and players, you can rely on their support in battles. So that you can even better discuss

your strategy with each other, you have an alliance chat available, in which you can communicate

in real time. Since the chat also has an automatic translation, you can also easily contact players

from other countries.

- Manage your kingdom: Your tasks include not only the warfare and expansion of your kingdom,

but also the administration of your cities. In your cities, for example, you have to take care that

they are managing their resources well, or are constantly pushing their research.

Conclusion: Evony is an exciting real-time strategy game, which convinces above all by diverse

possibilities and a varied gameplay


